
Trace2Fix, part of KPIT’s aftersales suite, is a patented advanced aftersales diagnostics solution which accurately diagnoses faults based on self-

learning and root cause analysis (RCA) principles. 

Trace2Fix leverages machine learning techniques to present prioritized test steps and recommended repair procedures that guide a service 

technician to the most probable root cause of an underlying fault, while neutralizing the technician skill-gap and upholding key aftersales 

service levels with lesser skilled and experienced resources.

First-time-right diagnosis

Leverages Machine Learning techniques to 

accurately diagnose the root-cause of an 

underlying fault

Improved service throughput 

Optimizes key service KPIs- FFV, MTTR, MTBF 

(First-fix-visit; Mean-time-to-repair and Mean 

time between failures) to improve dealership 

service throughput 

Improved customer satisfaction

Accurate diagnosis and first-time-right fixes 

reduce vehicle downtime and alternate transport 

costs, resulting in improved customer satisfaction 

and loyalty 

Enhanced technician productivity

Guides a technician through prioritized test steps 

and recommended repair procedures for effective 

& accurate diagnosis

Benefits
Trace2Fix improves diagnostics accuracy to enhance service technician productivity, improves service throughput and reduces vehicle down-time to 
maximize customer loyalty.

Vehicle complexity is outgrowing existing servicing capabilities owing to rapidly evolving software-centric architectures, high-tech 

automotive engineering, and an acute shortage of trained and certified service technicians, fueled by a retirement wave, across the globe

Additionally, requirements for newer skill-sets- driven by changing customer demands and customer loyalty are raising questions around 

the ability & effectiveness of technicians and traditional systems/tools to accurately diagnose, repair and maintain the modern-day vehicle, 

while achieving key aftersales service and dealership profitability metrics.

AI based, Guided Vehicle Diagnostics Platform 
(Trace2Fix)

KPIT Technologies on AWS

Challenges
Rapidly evolving software-centric & complex vehicle architectures, and a global shortage 
of skilled & certified technicians

KPIT’s AI and cloud based, guided vehicle diagnostics platform (Trace2Fix)
A next-gen aftersales platform for first-time-right vehicle diagnostics and repair



Features

KPIT Technologies on AWS
Increasingly short model cycles with more and more complex systems require innovative solutions both in the creation of diagnostic systems and for 

efficient and targeted diagnostics in the workshop. AWS offers many advantages with regards to a scalable system, an up-to-date diagnostic 

application managed without a complex update process, and the need for additional field hardware requirements. KPIT’s Trace2Fix platform 

leverages the benefits of AWS to perform diagnostics from a central system in a cloud-based environment, without any need for modifying the 

application code or the underlying data. 
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Learning Loop
Trace2Fix uses a learning-loop to enable the incorporation of field feedback into the fault model which helps in 

continuous self-learning and optimization of test steps sequencing. 

Trace2Fix session logs contain details including technician comments and the repair/s which have led to 

successful problem fixes, and the same are consumed by the Trace2Fix learning loop to re-adjust the 

probability scores for upcoming sessions, thereby further enhancing the efficacy of service technicians in 

diagnosing and troubleshooting faults and issues.

DTC Grouping
Trace2Fix reasoning engine analyses the Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) set in each session and groups them 

into clusters based on commonalities. 

Trace2Fix further identifies inter-dependencies between these DTCs to provide a unified test plan for the 

entire DTC group. This methodology enables the service technician to resolve multiple DTCs that may have a 

common underlying cause or issue, thereby improving the technician’s productivity. 

Challenges

Low fixed-first-vist (FFV) rates and 

technician productivity reported by the 

OEM service dealerships

Solution

The AWS based Trace2Fix platform 

leveraged its ML powered reasoning 

engine to offer prioritized test steps and 

recommended repair procedures to guide 

and assist a technician in diagnosing & 

repairing vehicles 

Results

Trace2Fix enabled the technicians to run 

accurate and 50% faster diagnostics, 

which helped improve the technician's 

productivity by up to 30% and increased 

the fixed-first-visit ratio by 3-5% 
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